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Old Man Emu photo courtesy of 4x4Wire. Old Man Emu suspension components are perfect for
those who want ride quality over 'show' quality. Why drive just another little SUV when you can
make your Isuzu a capable offroad vehicle as well as attention-grabbing head turner! Old Man
Emu lifts are listed below. Some folks might ask why OME suspensions are not available in
taller lifts? OME's philosophy is quality and sensibility without complications. OME sizes their
lifts such that there are no problems or modifications required to steering, braking, or
drivetrain. Any taller and these items do become an issue. For most people, the extra inch or so
isn't worth all the headache and cost necessary. Do it right the first time with OME! Rocky Road
will always be committed to bringing you the best products and service. Contact us with your
best deal, and we'll try and beat it so you can be confident in dealing with a premier ARB
facility! Rocky Road's Swayaway torsion bars are a high-performance direct replacement for
your stock bars, available in a wide range of diameters to allow you to choose the right spring
rate for your application. These torsion bars are made with heat-treated aircraft grade alloy steel
and centerless ground for vastly improved durability and consistent spring rate. These bars are
available as a solid or hollow bar, the difference between the two being strictly weight. There is
a misconception that hollow bars respond faster than solid bars. There is no difference other
than weight. In fact, we size the minor diameter of the bar so that it has the same spring rate as
a solid bar. If you want to save weight, buy tubular. Manufactured from solid alloy steel Heat
treated for increased strength Centerless ground for consistent outside diameter and rate
Powder coated to resist corrosion. Or pick up the OME lift torsion bars. Rodeo and Amigo
Suspension lift kit questions Does your vehicle's rear end sag when you hook on your boat,
trailer or van? Do you need more ground clearance off road? Is your on road ride bouncy, harsh
or uncomfortable? Has the addition of a winch reduced your front end ride height? Does your
vehicle pitch or buck crossing rail tracks or uneven bitumen? Have you ever lost traction off
road? Does your vehicle sag when it's loaded up with work tools? Do your shocks need
replacing? Do your bushings squeak? Can your vehicle cope with all the gear required for a
long trip? Is your suspension tired? Are you concerned about the sway or body roll your vehicle
exhibits when cornering? Does your vehicle get hung up on uneven, off road surfaces? Along
with the kangaroo the emu makes up the Australian coat of arms. Because of their sheer mass
emus can't fly, but have you ever seen an emu run? The massive strength in their legs allows
them to move over all types of terrain with the greatest of ease, yet their bodies remain virtually
motionless, their legs taking the majority of the terrain's impact. Vehicle suspension, especially
that fitted to 4WDs, is complex to say the least. So many factors go towards determining the
right solution, and no one "fix" is the answer to all vehicle models. Old Man Emu is unique.
From humble beginnings in the tough world of off road racing in Australia, to now being
respected world wide, OME takes a unique approach to the design, development, testing and
support of our product range. Many of our customers love toughing it off road, and this can
vary from endless hours, even days, of flat, yet corrugated dirt roads to serious, deeply rutted,
rock strewn off road tracks. At the other end of the spectrum there are the four wheel drive
owners who have no intention of tackling anything remotely off road. Instead, they're looking
for dramatically increased ride comfort on the bitumen or to give them access to their weekend
property or their favorite, out of the way fishing spot. Weight - The Critical Factor Full load or
empty, the critical factor that determines the correct suspension solution for your vehicle is
weight. The amount of weight carried varies from vehicles with few accessories and which are
only used for day to day commuting, to the other extreme of fully set up vehicles for work,
touring or towing carrying a full fuel load, water, food, camping equipment and tools. Complete
integration of our components is what sets Old Man Emu apart from the rest. OME is not just a
collection of parts sourced from a variety of plants around the world. Whilst we scour the world
for the best suspension technology, we offer a tuned and matched, integrated set of suspension
components that are designed by ARB and manufactured in Australia, with an unrelenting, no
compromise approach. These trials and modifications can take weeks of testing in order to
ensure the best possible combination for each application. This results in a range of shocks to
suit standard OE springs and a further range of complete OME shock absorber and spring
packages. There are kits for light, medium or heavy loads, kits that won't increase ride height
and kits that give maximum lift. There are systems for heavily weighted rears but no load up
front and systems that are made to handle the exact opposite. And within each kit each
component is designed and developed to work in complete harmony with other matching
components. Rocky Road Outfitters can supply the right combination of components to cater to
your needs with a result you wouldn't think possible. But all the bucks was money well spent. If
we knew the difference this OME upgrade would make to the truck we'd have driven it straight
from the dealer to OME. This comment, taken from the internet, from a Toyota Landcruiser 80
series owner, is typical of the benefits enjoyed by customers of Old Man Emu all around the

world. Superb, on road, ride comfort. Safer, more controlled handling. Increased levels of ride
height to suit individual requirements. Substantially improved ground clearance for excellent off
road traction. Elimination of rear end sag - for those owners who tow or carry a lot of weight.
Only OME can offer all these benefits by providing the only, fully integrated suspension system
for your four wheel drive. What does all of this mean for you? You will appreciate the work we
do every time you drive your vehicle. You will love the way the vehicle eats up the bumps, and
steers around corners. You will marvel at how the wheels stay in touch with rock strewn and
rutted tracks that you winched up the last time. You will relax when you pull out of the driveway
with the boat, trailer or van behind you. Every other challenge you throw at your new
suspension will remind you of how well we do our work. Online Support. If you find a lower
price on Old Man Emu components, we won't just meet it Pickup trucks with flat beds can serve
a variety of purposes. Flat beds give the driver a number of options in regard to hauling things.
Flat beds are easy to build on trucks and are a good option if your truck has a rusty or damaged
bed. Follow this plan to build a flat bed for your pickup truck. Remove the old bed from the
truck. Slide underneath the pickup bed and locate the I bolts holding the truck bed to the frame.
Use the ratchet set to loosen these bolts and disconnect the electrical wiring for the tail ights.
Have a few friends assist in lifting the bed free of the truck. Determine the dimensions of your
flat bed by measuring to the outside of the fender wells of the truck bed and by measuring the
length of the bed from back to front. You will need to build a square metal frame with these
dimensions. Cut four pieces of sheet metal to match the dimensions you took in Step 2. Weld or
bolt the frame together into a rectangle, remembering that the rearward part of the frame will
hold the tail lights. Lay the planking on the frame and bolt the ends of the planks to the frame
using the short lag bolts. Bolt the planks side by side until you have created a solid deck of
boards. Have a couple of friends help you lift this frame onto the truck frame. Again, slide under
the truck and locate the bed attachment on the truck frame. Use the attachment area as a guide
to drill holes in the wooden planks. Drop the 6-inch long lag bolts through the holes in the
wooden decking and tighten down to the truck frame. Mount the tail lights on the rear of the
flatbed by using the provided hardware to bolt the lights onto the planking. Connect the wiring
harness and check to make sure the lights work. Step 1 Remove the old bed from the truck.
Step 2 Determine the dimensions of your flat bed by measuring to the outside of the fender
wells of the truck bed and by measuring the length of the bed from back to front. Step 3 Cut four
pieces of sheet metal to match the dimensions you took in Step 2. Step 4 Bolt the planks side by
side until you have created a solid deck of boards. A sturdy flatbed can be made out of solid
sheet metal as well, albeit a bit more expensive than a wooden flat bed. Consult local law
enforcement inspection policies before completing your flatbed project. Some states require
that fenders be present in order for the car to pass inspection. A center axle disconnect system
or CAD is an alternative to locking hubs. CAD systems are typically used in front drive axles on
four wheel drive vehicles. A CAD system works by having an axle shaft typically the longer
shaft split into two pieces. One piece is connected to the carrier, the other connected to the
wheel. This reduces drag on the axle by allowing only the spider and side gears to spin, while
the differential carrier, pinion and drive shaft are at rest as is the inner portion of the
disconnected long shaft and its associated side gear. The axle is engaged by connecting the
two split axle shafts. The ends of the axles are typically splined and use a collar to connect the
two shafts together by sliding over both shafts. Although a widely used system, this system is
not as efficient as a system with locking hubs. A CAD system spins the axle shafts, spider
gears, and side gears in the carrier during normal driving. Locking hubs disengage the axle at
the wheels, allowing all of the axle to be at rest during normal driving. Nevertheless, a CAD
system still makes for much less drag than having the axle completely locked in which would
spin the axles, differential, driveshaft and part of the internals of the transfer case. Like locking
hubs, the CAD system is designed to improve fuel efficiency of the vehicle. Other, often
debated, benefits of CAD systems are reduced vibration, axle wear, and noise, as well as
improved steering and drivability. Unlike locking hubs, CAD systems are generally automatic
and engaged when the vehicle is placed in four wheel drive. Due to the lack of driver control
over the CAD, it is not as well known to the public as manual locking hubs are but no different
from automatic locking hubs in terms of driver involvement, and manual hubs are rare on
modern 4x4 vehicles. Locking hubs are obtrusive and damage can occur that can cause the four
wheel drive system to fail â€” damage that would not be an issue in a CAD system. Rotting of
vacuum lines will cause the four wheel drive system to fail â€” damage that would not be an
issue with locking hubs. Ram Trucks used the CAD from In it was phased out of the and ,
leaving some late models without a CAD system. Ram model year trucks began using a CAD
system again, this time electronically controlled instead of vacuum. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding

citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Categories :
Automotive engineering Automotive accessories. Hidden categories: Articles lacking sources
from February All articles lacking sources. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Add links. Toyota introduced the Automatic Differential Disconnect ADD
4-wheel drive system on its trucks in , and on the 4Runner with the redesign. This system is
composed of a vacuum-activated shift fork in the front differential driver's side axle tube: when
the transfer case lever is moved to the 4Hi position, vacuum is applied to the fork which in turn
moves a sleeve to lock the inner stub axle shaft from the carrier to another shaft in the tube.
This axle assembly powers the driver's side wheel, while the passenger side is a single shaft
from the carrier to the inner CV joint. While in 2WD, the driver's side axle is disconnected within
the tube. The ADD trucks also have hub flanges at the wheels instead of conventional hubs; a
series of vacuum switching valves VSV's in the engine bay to control the actuator; and a
transfer case position indictor switch, which controls the dash light. While the ADD system is
convenient and seems reliable, I wanted to eliminate mine as a potential source of failure vacuum, electrical, or sleeve failures are possible in this critical system. The system also
requires a vacuum hose from in the engine bay especially with an automatic transmission ,
which makes field troubleshooting a chore. On trucks with automatic transmissions, additional
electronics are added to monitor transfer case lever position. I found that by removing the ADD
vacuum and electrical subsystems, I'd wind up with a simplified 4WD system, and therefore
reduce possible failures. First, remove the front skidplate. The actuator assembly is on the
driver's side of the differential. Remove the 4WD dash indicator plug white plug from the
assembly, then remove the vacuum lines from the assembly. You can also remove the vacuum
line brackets and hard lines from the differential housing. There are four 12mm bolts holding the
actuator in place. Remove these bolts and lightly tap the assembly with a hammer handle to jar
it loose. If you haven't drained your differential oil, it will pour out at this point. Remove the
actuator assembly. Next, clean the old gasket material from the differential housing and the
actuator assembly with a plastic putty knife. The shift fork rides on a rod within the assembly.
When the fork is to the passenger side, the shafts are locked. Slide the fork to the passenger
side, then cap the vacuum ports on the assembly. The key to guaranteeing the fork will never
move is to place a hose clamp or CV boot clamp around the rod the fork slides on - and be sure
to trim any excess clamp length. This will eliminate any chance of the fork moving from the
locked position. Within the opening in the housing, you can manipulate the locking sleeve.
Moving it to the passenger side locks the shafts together -- but if you slide it too far, you'll
expose the gear and NOT lock the shafts don't worry, the sleeve will not slide out of reach. The
recessed section of the sleeve should be visible when it is in the proper position. When you are
sure it is in the locked position, test fit the fork assembly to the housing and test for lock again.
It's very easy to move the sleeve to the unlocked position while fitting the fork. I found it easiest
to mount the assembly on my V6 truck by going up between the front lower control arm
crossmember and IFS, positioning the fork at an angle to the sleeve, then sliding it in. This was
much easier than going at it from the front, where the oil pan interferes. When you're ready to
finally fit the assembly, apply new gasket-maker to the assembly and seat it. Test it again to
make certain the shafts are locked together! Then tighten it down, refill your differential and get
ready to rip Trace the two vacuum lines you removed from the front of the differential up
through the engine bay. They terminate in the lower ports of VSV's behind the fuse box on the
passenger side. Remove the lines. From the VSV's there is a single vacuum line to the engine
vacuum source which can be removed, and the port capped. You can also remove the vacuum
tank in the wheel well, along with the lines to and from it. One vacuum line goes up between the
fenders to the VSV's through a grommet in the inner fender , and can be removed by pulling the
grommet and line through the opening. The 4WD dash indicator sensor white plug on the front
differential can be removed as well. Seal up the fitting for the indicator, and trace the wires back
to the firewall. Snip them, strip some insulation, wind the leads together, then wrap them well now when you select 4WD via your transfer case lever, the indicator in the dash will work
properly. If you don't feel like tracing this, simply put the white plug back into the actuator and
your dash indicator will work fine. Initially, I left the sensor plug in the assembly, but have since
gone back and cut the wires in the engine bay. With either hub type, you retain shift-on-the-fly
capability: however, with manual hubs you eliminate any front drivetrain "drag" with the hubs
unlocked and in 2WD. Upon completion, you have a greatly simplified and bulletproof 4WD
activation system that works the same as stock! Replacement MAF unit.. Gen1 cigarette lighter
port. Sway Bar delete.. Copyright c OutdoorWire, Inc and MUIRNet Consulting - All Rights
Reserved, no part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without express written
permission You may link freely to this site, but no further use is allowed without the express

written permission of the owner of this material. All corporate trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. New Topics on TrailTalk. Recent Posts on TrailTalk. What type of
differential does my Toyota 4x4 have? What's my gear ratio? There are several ways figure it
out: top. Front Differentials top. The 4cyl 8" diff. The 7. Late-model 7. Posted by RockKrawler of
Allpro Offroad "The front differential is an 8" mid pinion IFS that uses a gear not available
through the common aftermarket. The only current ratios available are 4. All Pro has 4. Front
install kits are also not available from the common aftermarket. All Pro has gathered the parts
together and can assemble a kit for you by special order, and have preassembled kits in the
works. No solid spacers are available for the front differential One last thing - there is a case
break on the front differential. This means there are 2 different cases, or differential offsets: one
that fits 3. So if you have an Automatic FJ with 3. The Hi-pinion 8" diff. Rear Differentials top.
However, it doesn't have the trussed bearing cap on the inside, and the outside uses the smaller
8mm mounting studs. Diff uses 8mm studs with 12mm nuts. Diff uses 10mm studs with 14mm
nuts. Nobody knows why. All other gear sets have thicker ring gears and do not fit. This diff
cannot be fitted to an older style 8" axle because it uses a larger diameter mounting bolt pattern
and because more space inside the housing necessary to accommodate the large bearing cap.
The different bolt pattern also makes it very impractical to swap in an electric locking Toyota
diff the whole mounting flange would have to be re-done using a special jig. Late-model
4Runners still use the V6 8" diff above. Toyota Electric -Locking Differentials top. Electric
Locker. Hi-pinion Electric Locker. These vehicles also had an optional 8. This one has been
retrofitted into other Landcruiser models with considerable effort see this article , but it doesn't
appear to be compatible with any non-Landcruiser vehicles. He has been very helpful and
doesn't seem to mind answering my many questions. He and his shop are highly recommended
by members of the Toy4x4 mailing list Pirate4x4. Let him know his info is being put to good use!
What type of diffs does my Toy 4x4 have? What is the gear ratio of my diff? How wide are the
various Toyota axles? Front Differentials top The 4cyl 8" diff ' Trucks and 4Runners all have
4-cylinder engines and use what most call the 4cyl 8" diff in the front the same one they use in
the rear - see " 4cyl 8" diff " below. Later models came with ADD Automatic Differential
Disconnect which uses a vacuum actuated mechanism to disconnect the drivers side axle shaft
from the differential. Carriers and gear sets are interchangeable between the two different
versions and also happen to be the same as used in the 2wd Toyota pickup 7. The non-ADD
diffs did not have this bearing and sometimes the passenger side axle flange wears the carrier
and becomes loose or wobbly, eventually causing oil leaks, noise, and possible spider gear
damage. This is desirable to some people since some of the ADD stubs are smaller diameter
than the non-ADD stubs and are therefore slightly weaker. Sequoia's, and 4Runners have a
high-pinion 7. The high-pinion design is used so that the rack and pinion steering and anti-sway
bar on these vehicles can run under the front driveshaft. The housing is a unique bolt-together
design. However, since this is a high-pinion diff, the gears for it are different reverse-cut than
the earlier diff. These diffs use different gear sets than the earlier IFS diff because of the
high-pinion design. Sequoia: 8" IFS diff. The high pinion design allows the steering on these
vehicles to run behind the axle and under the driveshaft. Carriers i. The entire diff is also a
direct bolt-in to all front and rear axles that use an 8" diff. This diff is desirable to some
straight-axle mini-truck and 4runner owners for a couple of reasons. First, the reverse-cut
design of the gears is stronger than simply using a rear diff and gears up front as the factory
did since its not using the weaker "coast" side of the gears when driving forward. For this
reason, this diff is generally only used in the front axle. Second, the hi-pinion design gives very
good ground clearance for the pinion and driveshaft as well as improves driveshaft operating
angles. In North America, almost all of these diffs came from the factory with 4. Aftermarket
gears for this diff are more expensive than most since they are either imported or custom made
in limited quantities. At this time 4. This is known as the " 4cyl diff. All 2wd and 4wd T 's, '
Tundra 's , and?? This diff commonly and mistakenly called an 8. The ring gear actually
measures 8". Tundra A factory option on 3rd Gen. These locking diffs can be retrofitted into 8"
diff axles if the axle housing is modified see this article for more info. It "could" be done by an
axle builder by doing major work to the mounting flange, but that is not really a practical option.
The reverse-cut gear sets for this diff are the same as for the standard hi-pinion diff mentioned
earlier. Below are the specifications for different parts used on Toyota pickups and 4Runners.
Part designations are given for standard items such as engines and transmissions. When no
standard name is known, the application is noted. This is a living document that is meant to be
all inclusive, but certainly there are details that have been missed. Contributions of pictures
listed as "Coming Soon" are appreciated, as they are needed to complete this document.
Further information can be found listed by model year or VIN. Integral bell housing, input
bearing prone to failure. Found on vehicles with manual hubs and V6 models after ' Found on

vehicles with ADD, transfer case integral to transmission. Can be identified by round rubber
plug on the bottom of the bellhousing. Hydraulic transfer case, transmission and transfer case
cannot be seperated. Axle housings received more gusseting over the years. This makes it so
they can use a standard thickness ring gear instead of an extra thick one. This "thin" 4. Used on
solid axle trucks. Displays quirky steering characteristics when used in lifted applications.
J-arm and drag link are prone to breakage in extreme applications. Used on IFS trucks but ideal
for crossover steering on solid axle equipped trucks. Larger brakes found on V6 trucks, 10" rear
drums. Replacement MAF unit.. Gen1 cigarette lighter port. Sway Bar delete.. Copyright c
OutdoorWire, Inc and MUIRNet Consulting - All Rights Reserved, no part of this publication may
be reproduced in any form without express written permission You may link freely to this site,
but no further use is allowed without the express written permission of the owner of this
material. All corporate trademarks are the property of their respective owners. From left to right
are the first, second, and third generation pickups. From left to right are a Trekker, a 1st
generation 4Runner, and a 2nd generation 4Runner. From left to right are a 20R, 22R, and early
model 22RE. Max Horsepower RPM. Max Torque RPM. Displacement ccm. Electronic Fuel
Injection. Turbocharged, Electronic Fuel Injection. Front seal retainer uses 8 bolts. Top Forward
Front seal retainer uses 7 bolts. Found of vehicles with ADD. G52, G54, W56 , RF with bench
seat. Can be identified by the 7 bolt rear cover. Can be identified by the 5 bolt rear cover. From
left to right is a stack of RF1A transfer cases, the difference between forward shifting and top
shifting transfer cases, and a VF1A transfer case. From left to right is an '82 solid front axle, '85
solid front axle, and typical IFS axle and suspension. From left to right is a leaf sprung solid rear
axle, 4 cylinder foreground and V6 third members background , and a 4Runner coil sprung solid
rear axle. The push-pull box that comes stock on solid axle trucks is on the left. On the right is
the more desirable IFS steering box. On the left is a rotor and caliper from a solid axle truck.
New Topics on TrailTalk. Recent Posts on TrailTalk. The winch has two movements: "in" and
"out. Routine maintenance checks can extend the longevity of the winch simply by
reconnecting cable and wiring connections. The most recognizable sound a working winch
makes is a clunk when it is given power. The power passing through the solenoid winch is 12
volts. During use, the two smaller lug studs of the winch hold 12 volts each; the other lug studs
have continuous energy in the volt range. Electric shock from touching the lug studs is painful.
Check the cable connections from the winch solenoid to the battery. If the cable terminals look
corroded, clean them with a wire brush. If the cables look frayed, replace them with new ones.
Unscrew the solenoid cover after you disconnect the positive red winch cable from the battery.
Make sure all the connections in the solenoid are secure; if you hear a clicking noise when you
turn the winch, a wire might be loose. Touch a voltmeter to the large studs on the solenoid with
the winch turned off. The two large studs are on the winch side of the solenoid. The voltmeter
will read 12 volts if the solenoid is working. Test the two small studs on the control side of the
solenoid that is opposite of the winch side with the winch off. If the voltmeter reads 12 volts,
then the solenoid is not working properly. Conduct another voltmeter test on the large studs
with the winch turned on. There should be no OHM reading. Measure the OHM reading of the
two small studs with the voltmeter when the winch is on. If there is no reading on the voltmeter,
then the solenoid isn't working properly. The two small studs are energized with the winch
activated. Tammy Bronson has been a freelance writer since As a writer for Thompson Gale
Publishing she wrote autobiographies and legal reviews. With Remilon. Step 1 Check the cable
connections from the winch solenoid to the battery. Step 2 Unscrew the solenoid cover after
you disconnect the positive red winch cable from the battery. Step 3 Touch a voltmeter to the
large studs on the solenoid with the winch turned off. Step 4 Test the two small studs on the
control side of the solenoid that is opposite of the winch side with the winch off. Step 5 Conduct
another voltmeter test on the large studs with the winch turned on. Don't ever just start
replacing parts on a vehicle. Always take the time to investigate the cause of a bad connection.
Wire brush Screwdriver set Voltmeter. Disconnect the battery before you remove the solenoid
cover plate. The battery has enough power to give a significant electric shock. Welcome to
MitsubishiLinks. Via PayPal Verified. Hello and welcome to the site! Hopefully you find the
information here useful. If you find that the information availab
early cj5 wiring diagram
2005 chevy tahoe passenger side mirror
acura hatchback
le has helped you and therefore been of value, please consider making a donation to the cause.
No amount is too small, and all are greatly appreciated. Ride On, Bill. Other Manuals. Parts
Catalogs. Other Catalogs. Forum Web Sites Returning the favor as many have links to here, few
of which we had anything to do with. Club 4x4 Romania. Club Pajero UK? Expedition Portal.

Classic Colt. Galant VR Great Lakes 4x4. Indonesia Mitsubishi Owners Club. Jeeperos Mexico?
Jeepolog Isreal. JeepPatriot No kidding, there is a post to here on a thread. KDM Performance.
Khmer - Forum Cambodia. Mitsubishi Club Czechoslovakia. Mitsubishi Galloper 4x4 Club
Spanish. MitsuManiaki Poland. Montero Sport Online. Ohio 4x4 Trailriders. Pajero 4x4 Off-Road
Club Russia. Pajero Club Greece. Pajero Owners Club of South Africa. Pajero Owners Club UK.
Project Zero G. Offroad Srbija4x4 Serbia. Outer Limits 4x4 Australia. Romanian Mitsubishi
Enthusiasts. SerayaMotor Indonesia. Stealth Tenique 4x4 Mexico? Todo Autos Peru.

